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Act Like It Simon and Schuster
Dreams might be a heart’s desire, but
nightmares are its obsession in the first novel of a
dark romance series from New York Times
bestselling author Penelope Douglas. Erika
Fane’s boyfriend's older brother is handsome,
strong, and completely terrifying. The star of his
college's basketball team gone pro, he's more
concerned with the dirt on his shoe than he is
with her. But she saw him. She heard him. The

things that he did, and the deeds that he hid... For
years, Erika bit her nails, unable to look away.
Now, she’s in college, but she hasn’t stopped
watching him. He’s bad and the things she’s
seen aren’t content to stay in her head
anymore. Because he's finally noticed her. But
Michael Crist knows the hold he has on Rika,
how much she fears him. She looks down when
he enters the room and stills when he’s close.
He knows she thinks only of him. When
Michael’s brother leaves for the military, leaving
Rika alone and unprotected, he knows the
opportunity is too good to be true. Three years
ago she put Michael’s friends in prison, and
now they’re free. Every last one of her
nightmares is about to come true.
Want You Dead Simon and
Schuster
Single girl, 33, redhead and

smouldering, love life that's
crashed and burned. Seeks new
flame to rekindle her fire.
Fun, friendship and—who
knows—more maybe? In Peter
James' Want You Dead, thirty-
year old Red Cameron meets
handsome, charming and rich
thirty-five year old Bryce
Laurent through an online
dating agency, and is instantly
attracted to him. But as their
love blossoms, the truth about
his past begins to emerge, and
with it his dark side.
Everything he has told Red
about himself turns out to be a
tissue of lies, and her
infatuation with him gradually
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turns to terror. Within a year,
and under police protection,
she evicts him from her flat
and her life. But far from
being over, her nightmare is
only just beginning. For Bryce
is obsessed and besotted with
her. He intends to destroy, by
fire, everything and everyone
she has ever known and
loved—and then her, too. It's
up to Detective Superintendent
Roy Grace to stop him before
it's too late...

Before They Are Hanged Simon and
Schuster
Reunite with Simon and Caroline from the
New York Times bestselling
WALLBANGER in this fun and flirty
novella. Simon and Caroline have it all. A
gorgeous restored Victorian house in
Sausalito, flourishing careers, an eternal
spark for each other, and a cat with more
attitude than is legal in the state of
California. So what’s plaguing the couple
of the century? They’ve got everything
anyone could wish for, except...a family.
After several close calls, Simon and
Caroline are coming to terms with the idea

that being parents might not be in the cards
for them. They’ve been married five
years, and they’re realizing it may just be
the two of them, forever. Which is ok, right?
Caroline is considering a major career
change, Simon is working more than ever,
things are falling into place, without a baby
rattle. But just when you think your life is
set, the universe gives you a...twist. Come
back in for one more round with Simon and
Caroline. Editorial Reviews "Clayton's
playful writing style blends silliness with apt
observations regarding modern life, love,
and self-confidence. A titillating story with
plenty of happy endings." --Library Journal,
in a starred review on CREAM OF THE
CROP “Alice Clayton is a
genius!”—New York Times and USA
Today bestselling author Emma Chase on
MAI TAI'D UP “We want to bask in the
afterglow: giddy, blushing, and utterly in
love with this book.”—New York Times
and USA Today bestselling author
Christina Lauren on RUSTY NAILED
“An instant classic, with plenty of laugh-
out-loud moments and riveting
characters.”— New York Times
bestselling author Jennifer Probst on

WALLBANGER “Fun and frothy, with a
bawdy undercurrent and a hero guaranteed
to make your knees wobbly,
WALLBANGER will keep you up all night.
In a good way. Hilarious, romantic, and
compulsively readable, WALLBANGER
delivers the perfect blend of sex, romance,
and baked goods.” –Ruthie Knox, best-
selling author of About Last Night "Pure
escapism...with a funny cast, snappy
dialogue, and plenty of hot and sexy
scenes.... Readers of Rachel Gibson and
Helen Fielding will enjoy Clayton" –
Booklist on THE UNIDENTIFIED
REDHEAD
Blindfolded Innocence Simon and
Schuster
As a second generation detective, Nathan
Carter is a cop, through and through, one
who definitely sees things in black and
white. But his work ethic—and libido—are
thrown off balance when he heads up the
case against jewel thief, Regan Malloy.
Because with one sizzling look, she’s got
him hot and hard. And he’s been that
way, ever since. Growing up, Regan’s
favorite hobby was learning to crack
safes, and she was very, very good at it.
Still, she’d always tried to keep to the
straight and narrow, and only strayed
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when she believed a friend was in
desperate straits. Now she’s out of prison
and starting over. If only she could forget
that she’d spent the last three years
fantasizing about the stunningly gorgeous
detective who locked her away. It’s
inevitable that they meet up again—in bars,
hotels...and hotel beds. Despite their
differences, they can’t keep their hands
off each other. Still, it’s just desire. If
they give it enough time, it’ll burn itself
out. Because a good boy and a bad girl
can’t possibly make it work. Can they?
Each book in the Cutting Loose series is
STANDALONE: * Falling for the Bad Girl
* Blackmailing the Bad Girl * The Bad Girl
and the Baby
Playback Carina Press
Ambition will fuel him. Competition will drive
him. But power has its price. It is the morning of
the reaping that will kick off the tenth annual
Hunger Games. In the Capitol, eighteen-year-old
Coriolanus Snow is preparing for his one shot at
glory as a mentor in the Games. The once-mighty
house of Snow has fallen on hard times, its fate
hanging on the slender chance that Coriolanus will
be able to outcharm, outwit, and outmaneuver his
fellow students to mentor the winning tribute. The
odds are against him. He's been given the
humiliating assignment of mentoring the female
tribute from District 12, the lowest of the low.
Their fates are now completely intertwined - every
choice Coriolanus makes could lead to favor or

failure, triumph or ruin. Inside the arena, it will be a
fight to the death. Outside the arena, Coriolanus
starts to feel for his doomed tribute . . . and must
weigh his need to follow the rules against his desire
to survive no matter what it takes.

The Ballad of Songbirds and Snakes (A
Hunger Games Novel) Steele Spring Stage
Rights
#1 New York Times and USA Today
Bestseller “J. Lynn creates a wonderful cast
of characters that will make you laugh,
swoon, and cry. Cam stole my heart.”
—Cora Carmack, New York Times and
USA Today bestselling author of Losing It
Some things are worth waiting for...
Traveling thousands of miles from home to
enter college is the only way nineteen-year-
old Avery Morgansten can escape what
happened at the Halloween party five years
ago--an event that forever changed her life.
All she needs to do is make it to her classes
on time, make sure the bracelet on her left
wrist stays in place, not draw any attention
to herself, and maybe—please God—make a
few friends, because surely that would be a
nice change of pace. The one thing she
didn’t need and never planned on was
capturing the attention of the one guy who
could shatter the precarious future she’s

building for herself. Some things are worth
experiencing... Cameron Hamilton is six
feet and three inches of swoon-worthy
hotness, complete with a pair of striking
blue eyes and a remarkable ability to make
her want things she believed were
irrevocably stolen from her. She knows she
needs to stay away from him, but Cam is
everywhere, with his charm, his witty
banter, and that damn dimple.... Getting
involved with him is dangerous, but when
ignoring their simmering tension becomes
impossible, he brings out a side of her she
never knew existed. Some things should
never be kept quiet... But when Avery starts
receiving threatening emails and phone
calls—forcing her to face a past she wants
silenced—she has no other choice but to
acknowledge that she will not be allowed to
let go of that night when everything
changed. When the devastating truth comes
out, can she resurface this time with one
less scar? And will Cam be there to help her
or will he be dragged down with her? And
some things are worth fighting for...
One of Us Is Next Kendall Ryan
Robin McKinley's mesmerizing history of
Damar is the stuff that legends are made of.
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The Hero and the Crown is a dazzling "prequel"
to The Blue Sword. Aerin is the only child of
the king of Damar, and should be his rightful
heir. But she is also the daughter of a
witchwoman of the North, who died when she
was born, and the Damarians cannot trust her.
But Aerin's destiny is greater than her father's
people know, for it leads her to battle with
Maur, the Black Dragon, and into the wilder
Damarian Hills, where she meets the wizard
Luthe. It is he who at last tells her the truth
about her mother, and he also gives over to her
hand the Blue Sword, Gonturan. But such gifts
as these bear a great price, a price Aerin only
begins to realize when she faces the evil mage,
Agsded, who has seized the Hero's Crown,
greatest treasure and secret strength of Damar.
Linda Goodman's Love Signs Scholastic Inc.
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER Sure,
opposites attract, but in this sexy, smart, eBook
original romance from RITA finalist and
bestselling author Ruthie Knox, they positively
combust! When a buttoned-up banker falls for a
bad girl, “about last night” is just the beginning.
Cath Talarico knows a mistake when she makes it,
and God knows she’s made her share. So many, in
fact, that this Chicago girl knows London is her
last, best shot at starting over. But bad habits are
hard to break, and soon Cath finds herself back
where she has vowed never to go . . . in the bed of
a man who is all kinds of wrong: too rich, too

classy, too uptight for a free-spirited troublemaker
like her. Nev Chamberlain feels trapped and
miserable in his family’s banking empire. But
beneath his pinstripes is an artist and bohemian
struggling to break free and lose control. Mary
Catherine—even her name turns him on—with her
tattoos, her secrets, and her gamine, sex-starved
body, unleashes all kinds of fantasies. When blue
blood mixes with bad blood, can a couple that is
definitely wrong for each other ever be perfectly
right? And with a little luck and a lot of love, can
they make last night last a lifetime? Includes a
special message from the editor, as well as excerpts
from these Loveswept titles: Because of You, Ride
with Me, and Midnight Hour.
The Redhead Plays Her Hand Simon and
Schuster
“YOU’RE AT MY MERCY NOW, AMORE.”
Sorry, bella. You got dealt the losing hand.
Witness to a crime, you’re my prisoner now. I
didn’t mean for things to happen this way, But
tying you to my bed and making you scream is an
unexpected pleasure. A privilege, really. And even
if I did trust you, now that I’ve had a taste, I’m
not sure I’d let you go... Jack of Spades is a stand-
alone romance in the interconnected Vegas
Underground series. No cliffhangers, no cheating.
The Unidentified Redhead Harper Collins
"Every time Laura Lippman comes out with a new
book, I get chills because I know I am back in the
hands of the master. She is simply a brilliant
novelist, an unflinching chronicler of life in
America right now, and Sunburn is her dark,

gleaming noir gem. Read it." -Gillian Flynn, #1
New York Times bestselling author of Gone Girl
New York Times bestselling author Laura Lippman
returns with a superb novel of psychological
suspense about a pair of lovers with the best
intentions and the worst luck: two people locked in
a passionate yet uncompromising game of cat and
mouse. But instead of rules, this game has dark
secrets, forbidden desires, inevitable betrayals—and
cold-blooded murder. One is playing a long game.
But which one? They meet at a local tavern in the
small town of Belleville, Delaware. Polly is set on
heading west. Adam says he’s also passing
through. Yet she stays and he stays—drawn to this
mysterious redhead whose quiet stillness both
unnerves and excites him. Over the course of a
punishing summer, Polly and Adam abandon
themselves to a steamy, inexorable affair. Still,
each holds something back from the
other—dangerous, even lethal, secrets. Then
someone dies. Was it an accident, or part of a plan?
By now, Adam and Polly are so ensnared in each
other’s lives and lies that neither one knows how to
get away—or even if they want to. Is their love
strong enough to withstand the truth, or will it
ultimately destroy them? Something—or
someone—has to give. Which one will it be?
Inspired by James M. Cain’s masterpieces The
Postman Always Rings Twice, Double Indemnity,
and Mildred Pierce, Sunburn is a tantalizing
modern noir from the incomparable Laura
Lippman.
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The Hero and the Crown Simon and Schuster
In this sequel to Wallbanger, fan favorites
Caroline Reynolds and Simon Parker negotiate
the roller coaster of their new relationship
while house-sitting in Sausalito. Playing house
was never so much fun—or so confusing. With
her boss on an extended honeymoon,
Caroline’s working crazy-long hours to keep
the interior design company
running—especially since she’s also the lead
designer for the renovation of a gorgeous old
hotel. And with Simon, her hotshot
photographer boyfriend, gallivanting all over
the world for his job, the couple is heavy-duty
into "absence makes the heart grow fonder"
mode. No complaints about the great reunion
sex, though! Then a trip back east to his
childhood home has Simon questioning his
nomadic lifestyle. He decides to be home
more. A lot more. And he wants Caroline
home more, too. Though their friends’
romantic lives provide plenty of welcome
distraction, eventually Caroline and Simon
have to sort out their relationship. Sure, more
togetherness is a good thing—but does less
traveling and working have to mean the other
extreme? Apple pie and picket fences? With
this second book in the Cocktail series, USA
TODAY bestselling author Alice Clayton
delivers another delicious, frothy confection of

a book, shaking up her characters, stirring in
laugh-out-loud humor, and serving sizzling
romance straight up!
The Big Redhead Book Simon and Schuster
Looking for the perfect mix of smart, sexy,
and sassy? Mai Tai’d Up continues New
York Times bestselling author Alice
Clayton’s Cocktail series, which began
with Wallbanger and continued with Rusty
Nailed and Screwdrivered. The gossip mill
in the seaside community of Monterey is
churning about Chloe Patterson, the
newcomer who is starting a sanctuary for
rescued pit bulls. It’s rumored that she’s a
former beauty queen (true) who ditched her
fiancé the morning of their wedding (also
true). And that while she’s not looking for
a new man, the good-looking local
veterinarian has his eye on her. Absolutely,
positively true. When Lucas Campbell isn’t
at the family veterinary clinic, he’s paddle
boarding in Monterey Bay. Recently single,
he’s definitely not in the market for a new
relationship, but he still can’t resist taking
a second, third, and fourth look at the
recent arrival of Miss Golden State. Neither
Lucas nor Chloe has any interest in being
tied down. Being tied up, however—now

there’s a thought. But are a few Mai Tais, a
moonlit night, and the music of Frank
Sinatra enough to allow them both to forget
their past? Let’s hope Ol’ Blue Eyes knows
what he’s doing. Mix one part tiki, one part
kinky, and a splash of old black magic
matchmaking, and it’s time to be . . . Mai
Tai’d Up.
Buns Potter Craft
From USA TODAY bestselling author
Alice Clayton, known for her “deliciously
addictive” (The Book Vixen) novels, this
Cocktail series novella reunites readers
with Caroline and Simon from the wildly
successful Wallbanger. Simon and Caroline
are back for another round of baking,
banging, and big life changes. Settling in,
but never settling down, Caroline has
finally struck a balance between the
professional and the personal. As one of the
top interior designers in San Francisco, she
travels all over Northern California
between nook time with Simon. Perpetual
globetrotter Simon has cut his frequent
flyer miles in half over the last year,
preferring to balance his professional and
personal life, as well. The next step in their
lives seems preordained—toasts, veils, and
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the aisle of rose petals. But when an
accident on a photo shoot in Southeast Asia
brings Caroline the most terrifying phone
call she could ever imagine, she has to ask
whether “till death do us part” is a more
realistic prospect than faces most couples.
It’s been a grand adventure, and Caroline
and Simon wouldn’t go out without the best
surprise ending ever. One part sexy, one
part laughter, a dash of exotic locales, and
one pink nightie, mixed with passion, and
you’ve got Last Call. Served with a side of
Clive.
Made You Up Simon and Schuster
The first in USA TODAY bestselling
author Alice Clayton’s Redhead series is a
playful and erotic romance between an
aspiring actress and Hollywood’s hottest
new leading man. WATCH OUT,
HOLLYWOOD! Grace Sheridan is back.
Ten years after discovering that looks and
talent are a dime a dozen in Los Angeles,
she’s wriggling into a pair of badass jeans
and ready to show the film industry that
there’s way more to her than just a head of
gorgeous red curls. And Hollywood’s
newest Brit super-hunk Jack Hamilton
certainly sees a lot to like. Grace is trying

to restrain herself from jumping a man who
is nearly a decade her junior, but Jack is
making it clear that he personally has zero
problems with that idea. While Grace and
Jack are still swapping innuendo-loaded
quips and text sex though, the paparazzi
have caught up with them, headlining the
“unidentified redhead” who’s been
photographed trysting at a restaurant with
the heartthrob of the year. Now Grace is in
stuck in a double bind. She’s head over
heels in lust with Jack, but there’s her own
career to think of as well. A sizzling
romance with the newest “it” boy may
garner her industry attention . . . but is it the
kind of attention she’s always dreamed of?
If I Stay Createspace Independent Publishing
Platform
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From
the beloved Pulitzer Prize–winning author, a
sparkling novel about misperception, second
chances, and the sometimes elusive power of
human connection. Micah Mortimer is a
creature of habit. A self-employed tech expert,
superintendent of his Baltimore apartment
building, cautious to a fault behind the steering
wheel, he seems content leading a steady,
circumscribed life. But one day his routines are
blown apart when his woman friend (he

refuses to call anyone in her late thirties a
"girlfriend") tells him she's facing eviction, and
a teenager shows up at Micah's door claiming
to be his son. These surprises, and the ways
they throw Micah's meticulously organized life
off-kilter, risk changing him forever. An
intimate look into the heart and mind of a man
who finds those around him just out of reach,
and a funny, joyful, deeply compassionate story
about seeing the world through new eyes,
Redhead by the Side of the Road is a triumph,
filled with Anne Tyler's signature wit and
gimlet-eyed observation.
Playing for Keeps Simon and Schuster
New York Times bestselling author Alice
Clayton is a magical mix of humor and heat in
The Redhead Series—a playful series following
a sizzling romance between aspiring actress
Grace Sheridan and Hollywood’s hottest new
leading man, Jack Hamilton. In The
Unidentified Redhead, ten years after
discovering that looks and talent are a dime a
dozen in Los Angeles, Grace Sheridan is back
and ready to show the film industry that
there’s more to her than just a head of
gorgeous red curls. And Hollywood’s newest
Brit super-hunk Jack Hamilton certainly
agrees. As Grace tries to restrain herself from
jumping a man who is nearly a decade her
junior, Jack makes it clear that he has zero
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problems with her age. But as the paparazzi
catches up with them, Grace, dubbed the
“unidentified redhead,” is stuck in a bind. A
sizzling romance with the newest “it” boy may
garner her industry attention…but is it the kind
of attention she’s always dreamed of? As
Grace tries to maintain her anonymity in The
Redhead Revealed after winning her dream role
in a new off-Broadway play, her steamy
bicoastal relationship with Hollywood hunk
Jack Hamilton is getting harder to keep secret.
They say absence makes the heart grow fonder
and the libido hotter, but their few weekend
visits feel more like fast food than the five-
course dinner they crave. As rumors spread like
wildfire in the tabloids about Jack and his
lovely, leggy ex-girlfriend, Grace starts to
wonder if lust alone can keep this feisty duo
together…. With a hot and heavy relationship
with Jack Hamilton, plus the lead role in a new
TV dramedy, Grace Sheridan could just pinch
herself in The Redhead Plays Her Hand. But a
demand from her directors to drop fifteen
pounds brings her back down to earth with a
thump. Meanwhile Jack, forbidden to reveal
their relationship, seems overly enamored with
the celebrity lifestyle. And as Grace’s new bod
incites fiery reactions from fans and paparazzi
alike, Jack’s jealous fans are viciously
slamming her curves. Grace longs for Jack’s

support, but he’s showing up late and
disheveled to her most important moments.
With tempers between them flaring, Grace
might have more to lose than a few stubborn
pounds. She and Jack were clearly made for
each other—but will the day ever come when
they can walk the red carpet together, hand in
hand?
Rusty Nailed Loveswept
More than a year after the events of The
Long Goodbye, hard-boiled private
detective Philip Marlowe is hired by an
unknown client to tail Eleanor King, a
beautiful red-head. Tracking her to the
resort town of Esmeralda, Marlowe must
unravel the truth about Eleanor and his
mysterious client before it is too late.
Playback was Raymond Chandler’s final
novel and was published one year before
his death. Since he first appeared in
Chandler’s The Big Sleep in 1939, Philip
Marlowe has come to define our idea of the
private investigator. Many of Chandler’s
short stories and novels featuring the
Marlowe character were adapted for film
and radio (including 1946 film The Big
Sleep, starring Humphrey Bogart), and in
1983, the Marlowe character and many of

Chandler’s short stories were used as the
inspiration for the television series Philip
Marlowe, Private Eye. The Philip Marlowe
character’s popularity was such that
Chandler even re-released many of his early
short stories, changing the names of the
various protagonists to Philip Marlowe.
HarperPerennial Classics brings great works
of literature to life in digital format,
upholding the highest standards in ebook
production and celebrating reading in all its
forms. Look for more titles in the
HarperPerennial Classics collection to build
your digital library.
One More Round Gallery Books
"Gone with a Handsomer Man is fun,
funny, and fabulous!"---Janet Evanovich
Take one out-of-work pastry chef . . .
Teeny Templeton believes that her life is
finally on track. She's getting married, she's
baking her own wedding cake, and she's
leaving her troubled past behind. And then?
She finds her fiancé playing naked
badminton with a couple of gorgeous,
skanky chicks. Add a whole lot of trouble .
. . Needless to say, the wedding is off.
Adding insult to injury, her fiancé slaps a
restraining order on her. When he's found
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dead a few days later, all fingers point to
Teeny. And stir like crazy! Her only hope is
through an old boyfriend-turned-lawyer, the
guy who broke her heart a decade ago. But
dredging up the past brings more than
skeletons out of the closet, and Teeny
doesn't know who she can trust. With
evidence mounting and the heat turning up,
Teeny must also figure out where to live,
how to support herself, how to clear her
name, and how to protect her heart.
Before We Were Strangers Delacorte Press
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER •
There's a new mystery to solve at Bayview
High, and there's a whole new set of rules. The
highly anticipated sequel to One of Us Is
Lying! Come on, Bayview, you know you've
missed this. A ton of copycat gossip apps have
popped up since Simon died, but in the year
since the Bayview four were cleared of his
shocking death, no one's been able to fill the
gossip void quite like he could. The problem is
no one has the facts. Until now. This time it's
not an app, though—it's a game. Truth or Dare.
Phoebe's the first target. If you choose not to
play, it's a truth. And hers is dark. Then comes
Maeve and she should know better—always
choose the dare. But by the time Knox is about
to be tagged, things have gotten dangerous.

The dares have become deadly, and if Maeve
learned anything from Bronwyn last year, it's
that they can't count on the police for help. Or
protection. Simon's gone, but someone's
determined to keep his legacy at Bayview High
alive. And the rules have changed. Fans of the
hit thriller that started it all can watch the
secrets of the Bayview Four be revealed in the
One of Us is Lying TV series now streaming
on NBC's Peacock!
Cursed By Destiny Farrar, Straus and
Giroux (BYR)
The New York Times bestselling author of
Wallbanger and Rusty Nailed is back with
Nuts, the first in a series set in New York’s
beautiful Hudson Valley. Roxie Callahan is
a private chef to some of Hollywood’s
wealthiest, and nastiest, calorie-counting
wives. After a dairy disaster implodes her
carefully crafted career in one fell ploop,
she finds herself back home in upstate New
York, bailing out her hippie mother and
running the family diner. When gorgeous
local farmer Leo Maxwell delivers her a
lovely bunch of organic walnuts, Roxie
wonders if a summer back home isn’t such
a bad idea after all. Leo is heavily involved
in the sustainable slow food movement, and
he likes to take his time. In all things.

Roxie is determined to head back to the west
coast as soon as summer ends, but will the
pull of lazy fireflies and her very own
Almanzo Wilder be enough to keep her
home for good? Salty. Spicy. Sweet. Nuts.
Go on, grab a handful.
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